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Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Droubay Chevrolet is excited to offer this Chevrolet Venture
Plus. You can tell this Chevrolet Venture has been pampered by the fact that it has less than ,mi
and appears with a showroom shine. Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind,
this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle,
along with the options and color, this Chevrolet Venture Plus is sure to sell fast. A truly
breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement All used vehicles come with no
charge warranty! Call us at Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early
Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can
even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its
Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. Call today to schedule your test drive Spotless, inside
and out! Don't crowd your passengers. Give them the room they deserve with this extra roomy
interior. This vehicle has the extras you are looking for. We have financing options available for
everyone! From perfect credit at the lowest possible interest rate, to second chance, no credit
check, and buy here-pay here financing! Gently-driven, low miles! How could you possible fit
everyone? A third row seat is how, and this one's got it! Call or text Our Fees are Low. Just Ask.
Please call Major League at for any auto repair needs. Recent Arrival! This means you the buyer
get real time pricing based on what you should pay for a pre-owned vehicle not what a dealer
Asks for a vehicle. No fighting for a good price here. Upfront and Transparent Pricing is our
promise to you. Odometer is miles below market average! For details call The Chevy Venture is
ready to haul a bunch of folks or a load of hardware from the home-improvement center. It seats
seven or eight comfortably. Lots of storage bins and cubby holes add convenience. Stop in to
see why we have been keeping customers happy for over 25 years. Financing available through
banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit
situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information
deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data before making a
purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices
may not include additional fees such as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges,
dealer document preparation fees, and emission testing and compliance charges. Internet
special price may not be compatible with subsidized subprime financing. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Rating Fair Price 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine
Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Not provided.
New Listing. Price Drop. Frame damage. Showing 1 - 13 out of 13 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Bought in '06 with miles on it. It's now , and we have , She runs smooth, and cruises
effortlessly. Nothing major has gone wrong with the car. Just a few sensors. The 15 inch alloy
rims look great too. We easily pull mpg. Treat her right, and you'll be rewarded. Sign Up.
Monitoriza Precio Contactar. Venture Owner. En General 3. We've had this vehicle for about
three years. Purchased used, we needed to replace the entire engine. The engine overhaul was

followed by a need for many small parts that seemed typical for any vehicle of an advanced age.
At one point, we were told that we were going to need an entirely new transmission, fortunately
they were able to take care of the problem using a repair kit. When broken, it's broken, however,
when it's running well it seems to really run well. The gas mileage is great for both in town and
interstate driving. There is plenty of room in the back for storage. At a local auction, I was able
to load all my purchases into the back of my van quickly and keep everything dry while
chuckling at all the people in pick up trucks whose new possessions were getting wet. I am in
the junk buying and selling business. This van is great for hauling. The back two rows of seats
can be easily folded down, slid forward, or removed. This means, there is a great deal of room
for hauling. It's not a super smooth ride, but for the class of vehicle it rides pretty well. There's
plenty of room and the van is easy to get in and out of. It's a good "work horse" van while still
being comfortable for driver and passengers. It seems that in all repair we seem to hear the
words, "the way the????? As a result, the cost of repairs seems to rise. It sometimes feels that
there is always something that is not running properly. At the moment, things not working
include front speakers, fuel indicator gauge, and the air conditioner. En General 5. The Chevy
Venture is one of my all time favorite vehicles. When my old one gave out, I found a newer one
that is almost identical to the old one. I went to the feed store and had my poor Chevy loaded
down with hundred pound bags of cow feed. Since Northern WI gets cold and nasty, the man
who loaded it told me I'd have excellent traction with all that weight. The Chevy Venture is a
great vehicle. I like that it's higher off the ground than a car so it's much easier to get in and out
of plus it offers better visibility than a car. It's compact enough to be easy to handle. It has lots
of space for hauling or for carrying passengers. I've hauled people in my van, but I've also
hauled firewood, yard sale boxes, and hundreds of pounds of cattle feed. I think I have close to ,
miles on this van and it's still going strong. I wish Chevy still made them - I'd be saving up for
an even newer model. The only negative I can think of is that the back windshield gets dirtier
than a car's back windshield in nasty weather. It's taken care of with the back windshield wiper,
but that's an absolute essential on this vehicle. Oh yes, and the nose sticks out a bit, so a
person has to be careful in parking it - it will easily go over the curb and scrape the bottom.
Bought in '06 with miles on it. It's now , and we have , She runs smooth, and cruises
effortlessly. Nothing major has gone wrong with the car. Just a few sensors. The 15 inch alloy
rims look great too. We easily pull mpg. Treat her right, and you'll be rewarded. I have over , on
my van with little troubles. I like the way it drives. I can haul things in it, pull trailers with it and I
can haul all my grandchildren in it. Have had very little troubles with it. When it was new a rear
wheel bearing went out but was covered under warrenty. I had to repair some window controls
but that was easy. Im 16 and i got my mothers venture about 5 months ago, when she had it she
liked it very much. Overall its been a good car for me but it has bad car computer problems. We
had to replace the whole computer system about 3 years ago. But then again it has been a good
car not including the computer problems. I purchased this vehicle after owning a model and
doing considerable research. This vehicle offers good mileage and good value for the money. I
looked at newer SUVs and Vans, then discovered this model offers as good or better mileage,
and just as much interior space for a lot less than new. Mileage first miles has averaged MPG if
driven reasonably. We bought this minivan because of the 8 passenger capability. It has some
minor issues like the cup holders are awful, and clearing snow from the windsheild is a
nightmare due to design. But despite all of this I had an accident and rolled this minivan with
my 4 children and we all walked away with out a scratch. We are getting another one. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Venture. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Ventures for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Venture.
Sign Up. It is old but good. We've kept up on all maintenance. That is very important. When
purchasing any vehicle always check it over, check mileage, etc.. It is very important. Always
choose what you can afford as far as payments. Get something that is suitable for you or your
family. This has probably been one of the best vehicles I've ever had. It has been very low
maintenance. It has gotten my family from Arizona to Ohio safely and hasn't required much
more than general maintenance. The only wish I had would be that it's not getting the best
mileage per gallon of gasoline. I love the van itself, it's just a bit outdated now and has wear on
the brakes, wheel bearing, and window switches. Very reliable if you take care of it, though. The
interior holds up very well, and all features seem to last a decent amount of time considering
the fact that it is a fifteen year old vehicle at this point. If it was in good condition when I bought
it I would love it but I bought it used as it has been nothing but problems. I have replaced the
whole front end and the issues worse than before. The car parts have to be ordered because no
one carries them and there is an electrical problem the windows don't go down the ac doesn't
work the heat controls don't work. With my Chevrolet Venture, I would say that it is very

practical. With the purchase of almost any car, it feels so depreciated, as soon as it is bought.
There are some blind-spots that could be more visible. There could be more power, sometimes
feels depleted, low. There is a lot of room, space, but the space seems unbalanced at times. And
finally, the gas mileage is ok, at best. Would love to see more gas mileage. I despised having to
consider driving a van. I have always said I will not be that mom, but when I got the news I was
pregnant with twins I knew the time was near. I bought a Chevy venture. Immediately, my two
oldest kids loved it. Of course for me it took some adjusting, I was use to driving a smaller car.
The adjustment didn't take long. It rides very smooth, get pretty decent mileage. The gas gauge
did give out so I have to track my miles. It hold a 16 gallon gas tank, and I get just over miles per
tank. It is a good and reliable van. Automatic sliding doors. Lots of room in all seats, and tons of
room in the trunk. We have recently had issues with the power steering but outside of that it has
been very reliable. Obviously it is an older vehicle with a good amount of miles but the engine
still runs strong. Overall we really like the Chevy Venture. The shocks don't seems to last as
long as we would like and the electric door doesn't always work but other than that we really
like our Chevy Venture. It is practical and has easy access to the rear seats. Would definitely
consider buying one again. I never had any sort of problem with my car. It's in good shape. Like
how it has a built in car seat. Another thing I like is that it can fit up to 8 people. It holds up to its
promise and has good mileage. Looks amazing on both inside and outside. The seats are really
comfy and can lay back like a bed. Electric window and door locks switch keeps going out.
Have to replace about once a year. No rhyme or reason the switches keep going out. There is a
leak from somewhere the front passenger floorboard keeps getting wet. Believed to be the air
conditioning until. My van has been amazing I bought it back in and so far it has been a great
running vehicle I have had it for five years and only had one issue so far however I do hope to
upgrade in the future. So far it is still really good on gas and fits my entire family but I wish it
had more features and I wish I had a better working radio. I own a chevy venture. It is the first
mini van i have ever owned, and i would highly recommend it to anyone looking to purchase a
van. We love having a van! There's room for the whole family! Our favorite feature is the
automatic door on the passenger side. I currently own a Chevy Venture. I would not recommend
this vehicle because I have experienced great trouble with it overheating. After thorough
research, a mechanic gave me bad news that my head gasket was leaking. The entire dashboard
relay is has a complete wiring problem as well. None of the gauges work. This is just an average
vehicle used as a daily driver for the household. The van is comfortable and relatively safe and
dependable. It gets about 20 mpg on open road and about 15 mpg in town. It is falling apart
some but mostly reliable. It do withstand a tornado and a road trip to the Midwest. My husband
and I love this car because it is easy to get in and out. We have plenty enough room over head
and around. Also one of our kids can fit in the seat with one built in booster seat which can be
folded up, so it is an extra. It is a good van for a small family to go here and there. We have gone
for family trips cross country many with this van and have no problem. The breaks are a bit
touchy. It does drive smoothly and it is great on gas. It needs tires and an oil change. It has rust
along the bottom. I would still buy another one in a different color and a newer year. My van
would be perfect once all the maintenance is done. No problems just need a bigger vehicle. I
drive for uber so I need something with more storage room and seating for at least 8 people. I
am a mother of a child with special needs and need to earn an income to pay for his therapy. All
in all this car has been great. Power windows poor locks plenty if room for cargo up until 2 yrs
ago very reliable replaced transmission 2 yrs ago rusting really bad underneath good gas
mileage smooth comfy routine maintenance had miles on it engine good power doors no longer
work and sliding door gets stuck. The Chevrolet venture offers a very comfortable ride for
drivers and passengers! It is always been a dependable van and good on gas! I love the
automatic sliding doors! And it has a great panoramic windows which makes it easy to see
other vehicles around you! It fits 8 people in the 3 rows. I have had to spend more money on
fixing it then it's worth. How reliable this minivan is. It never quits. And has been around for a
long time. I like all the space, I can haul lots of stuff, I can also carry the biggest share of my
family, I dislike the gas mileage,. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me.
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